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ABSTRACT

Mitomycin C (MMC) induced aerobic and hypoxic Cytotoxicity in
Chinese hamster V79 cells was studied to evaluate the role of the 1-
electron versus 2-electron reductive bioactivation. Superoxide dismutase,

catatase, and desierai had no protective effects on the aerobic or hypoxic
Cytotoxicity of MMC, whereas Tempol and Tempol-H, which are known

to interrupt and terminate radical reactions, provided partial protection
under aerobic conditions. However, under hypoxic conditions, Tempol
provided complete protection whereas Tempol-H was ineffective. Elec
tron paramagnetic resonance and spin-trapping investigations, designed

to study the mechanisms of such protective effects, confirmed that MMC
is activated by the human NADPH:cytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase to
its semiquinone radical and that, under aerobic conditions, the semiqui-

none radical reduces molecular oxygen. Under hypoxic conditions, the
semiquinone of MMC reduces 11-O, to produce OH radicals as detected
by electron paramagnetic resonance-spin trapping with 5,5-dimethyI-l-
pyrroline A^-oxide. The 1-electron reduced product of MMC was also
found to reduce Tempol to the hydroxylamine, Tempol-H, whereas
oxidation of Tempol-H by MMC was negligible.

Cell survival studies and electron paramagnetic resonance observations
indicate that the hypoxic Cytotoxicity of MMC is mediated by 1-electron

activation to its semiquinone intermediate. Under aerobic conditions, the
steady state concentration of this intermediate is low due to the facile
autooxidation of the semiquinone producing O. and 11â€¢¿�<)â€¢which are
capable of causing oxidative Cytotoxicity. Tempol, which can accept an
electron from reducing radical species, completely inhibited the hypoxic
Cytotoxicity of MMC indicating MMC^, the semiquinone of MMC as

the species responsible for DNA alkylation and selective hypoxic cyto-

toxicity of MMC. Our results also indicate that the aerobic Cytotoxicity
is mediated by other processes in addition to the 1-electron mediated

activation.

INTRODUCTION

Solid tumors may contain hypoxic regions that are relatively
resistant to ionizing radiation and many chemotherapeutic
agents (1-3). However, the environment in hypoxic regions is
conducive to reductive processes (3-5); thus, cancer cells in
these regions can be sensitized by agents requiring bioreductive
activation. The antibiotic MMC,3 which contains a quinone

structure and an aziridine moiety, requires bioreductive activa
tion to become an alkylating species and has been shown to be
selectively toxic to hypoxic cells (6-8). The quinone group is
reduced by a variety of cellular enzymes, resulting potentially
in highly reactive species, which increases the propensity of the
electrophilic aziridine ring to form monofunctional and bifunc-
tional adducts with DNA (9-11). The nucleophilic addition of
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DNA to MMC is thought to result in mammalian cell cytotox-
icity. Using alkaline elution techniques, it was found that
MMC-induced Cytotoxicity is predominantly due to DNA inter-
strand cross-links rather than DNA strand breaks induced by
oxygen radicals produced by redox cycling of MMC through
the semiquinone intermediate (9).

Two pathways have been proposed for the Cytotoxicity me
diated by reductive activation of MMC. The first pathway
involves the 1-electron reduction of MMC to its semiquinone
radical, MMC", which is a potent DNA-alkylating species.

This reduction may be catalyzed by a variety of flavoenzymes,
including NADPHrcytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase (12, 13),
NADH:xanthine oxidase, and NADH dehydrogenase, among
others (14). This MMC^ radical, under aerobic conditions,

rapidly reacts with molecular oxygen to form the original MMC
and O2" which dismutates to form H2O2 (15-17) neither of

which are DNA-alkylating agents. The second proposed bioac
tivation pathway involves a 2-electron reduction of MMC by
DT-diaphorase to the corresponding hydroquinone directly
without an intermediate semiquinone. The hydroquinone acti
vates the aziridine ring by elimination of the methoxy leaving
group, which in turn increases the susceptibility to nucleophilic
attack by DNA (9). This pathway, which is a major detoxifica
tion route for a variety of quiÃ±onesin mammalian cells (18),
has been implicated as an important determinant in the MMC-
induced Cytotoxicity (19-21). The role of DT-diaphorase-me-
diated activation has been suggested because dicumarol, an
inhibitor of DT-diaphorase, was shown to protect HT-29 cells
from MMC Cytotoxicity (22). However, Schlager and Powis
demonstrated that the implication of such studies is not valid
since MMC is not a substrate for DT diaphorase; it is an
inhibitor (23) and consequently the use of dicumarol, which has
other roles (24, 25), to provide evidence for DT-diaphorase-
catalyzed activation of MMC has been questioned (26). Siegel
et al. (22) demonstrated that MMC is a substrate for DT-
diaphorase at low pH values, but not at high pH values which
is in agreement with the results of Kennedy et al. (27) where a
similar pH dependence of MMC-induced aerobic Cytotoxicity
was observed in EMT6 tumor cells. Recent reports indicate
that this bioactivation pathway might be important in the
aerobic Cytotoxicity of MMC (28), whereas in hypoxic condi
tions, the Cytotoxicity mediated by 1-electron transfer is thought
to predominate. The majority of evidence suggests that
NADPHxytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase (8, 12, 13, 29) par
ticipates in the bioreductive activation of MMC to a DNA-
alkylating species.

We have previously demonstrated that Tempol, a SOD
mimic, protects cells against free radical-mediated damage ini
tiated by a variety of mechanisms (30, 31). The predominant
means of cytoprotection appears to be interruption of 1-electron
processes. Tempol can accept an electron to inactivate reducing
radical species, whereas Tempol-H, the 1-electron reduced form
of Tempol, can donate a hydrogen atom to detoxify oxidizing
radicals or other strong oxidants. The following mechanisms
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for Tempol-mediated cellular protection have been proposed:
(a) dismutation of O2" (SOD mimic) (32); (b) oxidation of

reduced transition metal ions (30); and (c) scavenging of intra-
cellular radicals such as R-, RO-, ROO- (33). Tempol rapidly
enters cells as shown by EPR spectroscopy and is nontoxic to
cells at concentrations that confer effective protection against
oxidative damage (30). Samuni et al. (31) demonstrated that
Tempol protects bacterial cells in vitro against site-specific
DNA damage and against DNA session induced by Cu2+-

phenanthroline in the presence of H2O2. More recently, Tempol
was shown to be a non-thiol radiation protector in mammalian
cells (34). Additionally, nitroxides lessen damage to cardio-

myocytes subjected to oxidative stress (35) and also protect rat
hearts against postischemic reperfusion injury (36). Collec
tively, these investigations define Tempol to be an effective
antioxidant which predominantly interrupts deleterious 1-elec
tron-mediated biological redox reactions.

In the present work, we determined the effects of Tempol
and its reduced counterpart Tempol-H on MMC-induced cy-
totoxicity of V79 cells under both aerobic and hypoxic condi
tions in order to distinguish one-electron from two-electron-
mediated bioactivation of the quinone. Tempol was found to
fully protect against the hypoxic cytotoxicity induced by MMC
in V79 cells but confers only a partial protection in aerobic
cells. These results are consistent with a 1-electron-mediated
activation of MMC under hypoxic conditions and an additional
mechanism under aerobic conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. SOD, NADH:cytochrome c oxidoreductase and DCPIP
were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO; xanthine
oxidase, catatase, NADH, and NADPH were purchased from Calbi-
ochem Co.; H2O2 (30%) was from Fisher Scientific Co. DMPO was
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI) and purified
by distillation and the concentration was determined spectrophotomet-
rically (Â«227= 8.0 mM~'cm~'). DF was a gift from CIBA Geigy (Nutley,

NJ). The oxidized form of Tempol was purchased from Aldrich. The
reduced form of Tempol, the hydroxylamine (Tempol-H), was prepared
by hydrogÃ©nationin the presence of a platinum catalyst (yield, >90%)
and characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance, mass spectrum, and
EPR and was found to contain less than 0.2% of the starting material,
Tempol, as impurity. Stock solutions of this compound were always
prepared in deoxygenated water containing diethylenetriaminopentaa-
cetic acid to prevent oxidation.

NADPH:Cytochrome P-450 OR (EC 1.6.2.4) and DT-Diaphorase.
NADPH:cytochrome P-450 OR was expressed using baculovirus and
isolated and purified in large quantities. The expression of this protein
in baculovirus, its purification, and enzymology are reported elsewhere
(37). NADPH:cytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase isolated by this pro

cedure has enzyme characteristics similar to that purified from mam
malian sources. The specific activity of purified NADPHxytochrome
P-450 oxidoreductase has been estimated to be 8.6 nmol/mg protein
(2.25 Mmol of cytochrome c reduced/min/nmol NADPHxytochrome
P-450 oxidoreductase). DT-diaphorase was isolated and purified from
HT-29 human colon carcinoma cells following the procedure described
by Siegel et al. (22) and assayed according to the method of Ernster
(18).

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. For EPR experiments, samples
were drawn into gas-permeable Teflon capillary tubes (0.8 mm inside
diameter, 0.5 mm wall thickness). Each capillary was folded twice,
inserted into a narrow quartz tube (2.5 mm inside diameter) open at
both ends and then placed in the EPR cavity. During the experiment,
gases of desired compositions were blown around the sample while the
tube remained undisturbed in the cavity. EPR spectra were recorded on
a Varian E-109 X-band spectrometer with field set at 3370 G, modu

lation frequency of 100 kHz, modulation amplitude of 0.5 G, and a
nonsaturating microwave power. The spectral identifications were con
firmed by independently simulating the spectra with known hyperfine
coupling constants.

Oxygen Consumption. A YSI Clark electrode (Yellow Springs Instru
ment Co., Yellow Springs, OH) was used to measure oxygen uptake
caused by enzymatic activation of MMC. Standard Teflon membrane
(YSI) and YSI 18172 amplifier were used to follow oxygen consump
tion. The data were recorded on an HP7100A strip chart recorder. The
reaction was started by injecting NADPH into the reaction mixture.

Cell Culture. Chinese hamster V79 cells were grown in F-12 medium
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, penicillin, and streptomycin.
Survival was assessed in all studies by the clonogenic assay. The plating
efficiency ranged between 80 and 90%. Stock cultures of exponentially
growing cells were trypsinized, rinsed, and plated (5 x IO5 cells/dish)
into a number of 100-mm Petri dishes and incubated for 16 h at 37Â°C

prior to experimental protocols. MMC was added to exponentially
growing cells in complete F-12 medium (final concentrations ranging
from 2.5 to 30 MM)in the presence or absence of either Tempol (10
mivi)or Tempol-H (10 mM). Neither Tempol nor Tempol-H treatment
altered the plating efficiency. Immediately after treatment, cells were
rinsed, trypsinized, counted, and plated for macroscopic colony for
mation. Some experiments involved addition to the cell monolayer of
DF, SOD, and CAT before MMC treatment. SOD and CAT were
added immediately before MMC treatment, whereas DF was added 2
h prior to MMC exposure. Final concentrations of DF, SOD, and CAT
were 500 MM,100 Mg/ml, and 100 units/ml, respectively. DF, SOD, or
CAT treatment did not alter the plating efficiency. Each dose determi
nation was plated in triplicate, and each experiment was performed a
minimum of two times. After treatment, plates were incubated for 7
days; colonies were then fixed with methanol:acetic acid (3:1) and
stained with crystal violet. Colonies containing >50 cells were scored.
Error bars shown in figures represent SE of the mean and are shown
when larger than the symbol.

In experiments requiring exposure to MMC under hypoxic condi
tions, cells were dispersed in 1.8 ml of medium, plated (2.5 x 10s) into
specially designed glass flasks, and incubated at 37Â°Covernight (38).

Tempol (10 HIM)or Tempol-H ( 10 ITIM)was added to the cell monolayer
immediately before the gassing procedure. Neither Tempol nor Tempol-
H treatment altered the plating efficiency. The flasks were then sealed
with soft rubber stoppers and 19-gauge needles were pushed through
the rubber stopper to provide entrance and exit ports for a humidified
gas mixture of 95% nitrogen and 5% CO2 (Matheson Gas Products).
Each flask was also equipped with a ground-glass side arm vessel which
when rotated and inverted could deliver 0.2 ml of medium containing
MMC. Stoppered flasks were connected in series, mounted on recip
rocating platform, and gassed at 37Â°Cfor 60 min. This gassing proce

dure results in an equilibrium between the gas and liquid phase (in both
the medium over the cell monolayer and the solution in the sidearm)
and yielded oxygen concentrations in the effluent gas phase of <10
ppm as measured by a Thermox probe (38). After 60 min of gassing,
the hypoxic MMC solution was added to the cell monolayer culture.
The cells were exposed to MMC for l h under hypoxic conditions. Cell
survival was assessed after the 1-h exposure as described above. For
some experiments DF, SOD, and CAT were added to the cell monolayer
immediately before the gassing procedure to final concentrations of
500 MM,100 Mg/ml, and 100 units/ml, respectively. DF, SOD, or CAT
treatment did not alter the plating efficiency.

RESULTS

When MMC (250 MM)is exposed to NADPH:cytochrome P-
450 OR in the presence of 1.0 mM NADPH and 75 miviDMPO
in air-saturated phosphate buffer (pH 7.4, 50 mM) and 100 MM
diethylenetriaminopentaacetic acid, the spin adduci obtained is
characteristic of a O2" adduci of DMPO based on its EPR

parameters of aN = 14.3 G, UHI= 11.7 G and a\{2= 1.2 G (39).
The DMPO-OH, which can be formed either by decomposilion
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of DMPO-OOH or directly by the addition of OH radicals to
DMPO, is not detected, presumably due to the rapid destruction
of the adducts under a high flux of O2" radicals (40). The

simultaneous presence of NADPH, MMC, and OR was nec
essary for the production of these adducts. SOD abolished the
DMPO-OOH signal, but a concomitant production DMPO-
OH signal was observed, whereas CAT had no effect and oxygen
was necessary to observe this signal. SOD and CAT together
inhibited both the DMPO-OOH and the DMPO-OH spin
adducts. These observations suggest that MMC is activated to
the semiquinone MMC^ by the OR reaction in the presence of

NADPH and are consistent with earlier results (12, 13, 15). In
addition to OR, xanthine oxidase and NADH dehydrogenase
(EC 1.6.99.3) were able to support the reduction of MMC in
the presence of NADH as observed by EPR and spin trapping.
In the same reaction, oxygen was found to be consumed in the
presence of all the components as measured by Clark oxygen
electrode (data not shown). The DMPO-OH EPR signal which
was found to accumulate in the presence of SOD alone but
abolished by SOD + CAT could be due to the direct reaction
of MMC" withH2O2.

Since the dismutation of Superoxide results in the formationof H2O2, the direct reaction of MMC^" with H2O2 was studied.

The EPR spectrum obtained by exposing MMC to OR in the
presence of NADPH and DMPO in deaerated phosphate buffer
(data not shown) showed a four line signal with the intensity
distribution of 1:2:2:1 and a separation of (aN = <ZH)14.9 G
characteristic of the hydroxyl radical adduct of DMPO (39).
No EPR signals were detected when the experiments were
performed in the absence of NADPH or the enzyme (OR) or
MMC. In order to conclusively determine whether the observed
DMPO-OH adduct resulted from the reaction of OH radicals
with DMPO, competition experiments with ethanol were per
formed. The EPR spectrum was obtained by exposing MMC
to the OR/NADPH reaction under deoxygenated conditions in
the presence of H2O2 and 1% ethanol. The observed EPR
spectrum is attributed to two different spin adducts of DMPO.
The first spin adduct, based on its hyperfine coupling constants
(UN= Ã›H= 14.9 G), is attributed to the OH adduct of DMPO.
The yield of this adduct is significantly suppressed in the
presence of ethanol with a concomitant production of a second
spin adduct. The second spin adduct was analyzed as a carbon-
based radical with aN = 16 G and aH = 23 G. This adduct is
characteristic of a CH3CHOH radical adduct of DMPO, based
on its hyperfine coupling constants (39). These observations
are consistent with OH radicals generated by the MMC^-

mediated decomposition of H2O2. The accumulation of DMPO-

OH with time was followed under deaerated conditions in the
presence and absence of added H2O2 (1.0 mM). DMPO-OH
formation was found to be higher in the presence of H2O2. The
small yield in the presence and absence of H2O2 is due to the
incomplete deoxygenation leading to the formation of DMPO-
OOH which decomposes to form the observed DMPO-OH

adduct.
Reactions with Tempo!. Since the free radical Tempol is used

to protect V79 cells against the aerobic and hypoxic toxicity of
MMC, it was necessary to study the reactions of MMC^ with
Tempol in the presence and absence of oxygen. The MMC^

was generated by exposing MMC to OR in the presence of
NADPH as the cofactor. Fig. 1 shows the change in the EPR
signal intensity of Tempol (100 fiM) as a function of time in the
presence of MMC and OR/NADPH reaction in air-saturated
phosphate buffer (50 mM, 7.4) containing CAT (200 units/ml)

MMCaSjlM)
MMCISOpM)
MMC 175 [,M i
MMC (100 pM)
MM! T'Olii.M I

MMC (200 u M11 SOD (200 I .mil

Time (min)

Fig. 1. Reduction of Tempol (100 MM)by MMC activated by the OR in the
presence of 1.0 mM NADPH and diethylenetriaminopentaacetic acid (100 /.M) in
air-saturated phosphate buffer (SOmM, pH 7.4).

and NADPH (1.0 HIM).As can be seen, the signal intensity of
Tempol decreases as a function of time. This reduction in
intensity is prevented by the addition of SOD. The reduction
of this signal is attributable to the formation of the hydroxyl-
amine (Tempol-H) based on the observation that addition of
the 1-electron oxidizing agent, ferricyanide, after the comple
tion of the reaction completely restored the signal to its original
level. Therefore, Superoxide generated from MMC^ by the OR/

NADPH reaction is responsible for the reduction of Tempol to
Tempol-H. Increasing the concentration of MMC resulted in
enhanced production of Superoxide (Fig. 1). When a similar
reaction was carried out with Tempol-H (1.0 HIM) instead of
Tempol, the superoxide-mediated oxidation of Tempol-H to

the nitroxide, Tempol was found to be less efficient than the
reduction of the nitroxide by Superoxide. Such results suggest
that Tempol and its corresponding hydroxylamine Tempol-H
scavenge Superoxide generated by MMC^.

In anaerobic conditions, Tempol (100 fiM) was exposed to
MMC in the OR/NADPH reaction; the reduction of Tempol
was followed by EPR spectroscopy (Fig. 2). In the absence of
MMC, there was no reduction, whereas in the presence of
MMC (25 /J.M),Tempol was reduced as a function of time. That
the reduction proceeded by 1 electron was confirmed by the
observation that, after the completion of the reaction, when
ferricyanide was added, the EPR signal intensity was completely
restored to its original level. When Tempol-H (1.0 HIM)rather
than Tempol was present, a negligible MMC-dependent oxi
dation of Tempol-H to Tempol was observed. These results
indicate that the semiquinone of MMC, is scavenged by Tempol
to give MMC plus Tempol-H. Tempol by itself did not inhibit
the NADPHxytochrome P-450 OR directly either in aerobic
or hypoxic conditions (Fig. 1, A; Fig. 2,0). It was also verified
that Tempol did not inhibit DT-diaphorase activity by the
DCPIP assay (18) using purified DT-diaphorase from HT-29
cells.

Cell Survival. The cytotoxicity of MMC against V79 cells
under aerobic and hypoxic conditions and in the presence and
absence of Tempol and Tempol-H was determined by clono-
genic assay. The survival of V79 cells exposed to varying
concentrations of MMC for l h under aerobic conditions is
shown in Fig. 3A. Pretreating cells (2 h) with the metal chelator
DF had no effect on the cell survival which suggests that the
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Fig. 2. Reduction of Tempol (100 JIM) by MMC activated by the OR in the
presence of 1.0 HIM NADPH and DETAPAC (100 ^M) in argon-saturated
phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.4).

the MMC is a potent alkylating intermediate. The presence
of oxygen decreases the steady state level of MMC", thereby
inhibiting DNA alkylation but at the same time producing O2"

and H2O2, two species which can cause oxidative damage but
not DNA alkylation. The toxicity due to O2" and H2O2 can be

inhibited by Tempol (30). The 1-electron reduction is catalyzed
by several enzymes of which NADPH:cytochrome-P-450 OR
seems to be the most relevant (12, 13, 28, 29).

The second pathway is the 2-electron reduction of MMC,
which causes an increase in the electrophilicity of the a/iridine
ring leading to a monofunctional and also bifunctional DNA
adducts. DT-diaphorase has been implicated in catalyzing a 2-
electron transfer to form the hydroquinone. Studies suggesting
a role for DT-diaphorase in the bioactivation of MMC have
used the inhibitory effects of dicumarol, a specific inhibitor of
DT-diaphorase, in the MMC-mediated cytotoxicity. There has
also been a correlation between MMC resistance in humans
and the levels of DT-diaphorase (20, 21). However, a few
reports suggest that apart from inhibiting DT-diaphorase, di
cumarol has other properties which could lead to the observed
protection (24-26). Recent reports by Bligh et al. and Dulhanty
and Whitmore (28, 29) suggest that the aerobic cytotoxicity of
MMC is mediated by DT-diaphorase and the hypoxic cytotox
icity is mediated by the 1-electron reduction pathway, presum
ably, the NADPH:cytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase.

cytotoxicity of MMC is not metal mediated. Likewise, SOD
and CAT were not protective. MMC was more cytotoxic against
V79 cells under hypoxic conditions than under aerobic condi
tions (Fig. 3Ã„).At the 10% survival level, during hypoxia, a 5-
fold lower concentration of MMC was required for the same
effects under aerobic conditions. DF, SOD, and CAT had no
effect on the cytotoxicity under hypoxic conditions.

The effect of Tempol on the aerobic cytotoxicity of MMC-
induced cytotoxicity is shown in Fig. 4A. Tempol significantly
protected V79 cells against MMC cytotoxicity with a protection
factor at the 10% survival level of 4.3. This result suggests that
the cytotoxicity induced by MMC is mediated at least in part
by radical intermediates. Since the nitroxide Tempol can be
reduced to the corresponding hydroxylamine Tempol-H which
can in turn be reoxidized to Tempol by cellular enzyme-me
diated redox processes, we expected a steady state concentration
of each form in the cells. We thus determined the protective
effect of Tempol-H against MMC cytotoxicity in V79 cells.
Partial protection by 10 mM Tempol-H was observed under
aerobic conditions (Fig. 4/1), indicating that even the reduced
state of the nitroxide is capable of scavenging intracellular
radical species. However, under hypoxic conditions no protec
tion of V79 cells from MMC cytotoxicity was conferred by
Tempol-H, in contrast with the near complete protection con
ferred under hypoxic conditions by Tempol (Fig. 4B). This
result suggests that protection is provided by the oxidized form
rather than the reduced form under hypoxic conditions indicat
ing that the intermediate causing DNA damage by alkylation
under hypoxia is a reducing radical species.

DISCUSSION

MMC exhibits selective hypoxic cytotoxicity caused by cell
ular redox metabolism of the drug. MMC can be metabolized
by both 1-electron and 2-electron reduction processes leading
to DNA alkylation. The 1-electron reduction product of MMC,
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Fig. 3. Dose-response curves for Chinese hamster V79 cells exposed to varying

concentrations of MMC under aerobic (A) or hypoxic (B) conditions in the
presence or absence of DF, SOD, or CAT.
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Fig. 4. Dose-response curves for Chinese hamster V79 cells exposed to varying
concentrations of MMC under aerobic (A) or hypoxic (B) conditions in the
presence or absence of Tempol or Tempol-H.

In the current study, we have confirmed that MMC can be
activated by a 1-electron reduction by several enzymes, includ
ing xanthine oxidase/NADH, cytochrome c oxidoreductase/
NADH and the NADPHxytochrome P-450 oxidoreductase/
NADPH, to the semiquinone radical (12, 13) which under
aerobic conditions reduces molecular oxygen to Superoxide, as
detected by spin trapping techniques. The MMC semiquinone
radical is also capable of reducing H2O2 to OH radical, which
was detected by spin trapping with DMPO. Furthermore, su-
peroxide-mediated reduction of Tempol to Tempol-H was de
pendent on MMC concentrations (Fig. 1), which indicates that
under aerobic conditions Tempol and Tempol-H scavenge su-
peroxide generated by the redox activation of MMC. Under
anaerobic conditions, Tempol reacts directly with the MMC
semiquinone radical to form Tempol-H, thereby offering a
detoxifying pathway for the redox-activated MMC (Fig. 2).
Tempol was not reduced in the NADPHxytochrome P-450
oxidoreductase/NADPH reaction aerobically or anaerobic-ally

in the absence of MMC suggesting that Tempol does not
competitively inhibit the 1-electron reductive activation path
way. Furthermore, DT-diaphorase was also not inhibited by
Tempolas monitored by the DCPIP reduction assay (18). These
features make Tempol suitable to study the inhibition of MMC
cytotoxicity under aerobic and hypoxic conditions.

6626

Our studies with cell survival using V79 Chinese hamster
lung fibroblasts indicate that under hypoxic conditions, MMC
is toxic at a concentration 5 times lower than that under aerobic
conditions in agreement with other reports (8). SOD and CAT
had no protective effects (Fig. 3). Neither of the enzymes would
be anticipated to cross the cell membrane. Furthermore, when
SOD and catatase were incubated with V79 cells for prolonged
periods of time and the lysate was assayed for SOD and CAT
activities after thorough rinsing, no increase in activities of
these enzymes was found. DF, a well known metal chelator
which does cross the cell membrane and has been shown to
inhibit metal-mediated damage, did not inhibit the damage
induced by MMC under either aerobic or hypoxic conditions
which is consistent with the observations of Butler et al. (41)
that the semiquinone of MMC can reduce the DF complex of
the ferric to the ferrous form. These observations, however, are
in contrast to those observed by Doroshow (14) who showed
that SOD, CAT, and DF provided partial protection when
Ehrlich tumor cells were treated with MMC under aerobic
conditions. Such differences may well arise because of the use
of different cell types. It is possible that the Ehrlich tumor cells
phagocytize the enzymes. We find that there is no intracellular
increase in the CAT and SOD activity in V79 cells after
treatment with SOD or CAT (data not shown). The absence of
protection by DF either in aerobic or hypoxic conditions can
be (a) because of metal-independent cytotoxicity of MMC or
(b) because MMC" could reduce metal-DF chelates of metals

(41). In contrast to the current findings, CAT, DF, and Tempol
(10 mM) have been shown to protect against the toxicity of
H2O2 and O2" and also the site-specific DNA damage induced

by copper phenanthroline (28). In the latter case, CAT directly
detoxifies extracellular H2O2 , whereas DF and Tempol inter
rupt damage mediated by metal mediated site- specific Haber-
Weiss reactions.

Aerobic Cytotoxicity. In the aerobic toxicity of MMC in these
cells, Tempol (10 HIM) provided only a partial protection and
CAT and DF had no effect. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
semiquinone radical of MMC reacts directly with Tempol.
Tempol can also react with O2". Therefore, the partial protec

tion afforded by Tempol can be attributed to either scavenging
MMC" or detoxification of O2" and H2O2. Tempol-H, the

reduced form of Tempol, at the same concentration also inhib
ited the cytotoxicity, although to a lesser extent. Since Tempol
and Tempol-H have been proposed as cyclic antioxidants pro
viding protection against radical-mediated damage (34), the
protection afforded by these agents against MMC cytotoxicity
can be ascribed at least in part, to processes involving radical
generation by MMC.

Hypoxic Cytotoxicity. As under aerobic conditions, the lack
of protection by DF indicates that the damage under hypoxic
conditions is independent of transition metals. The complete
protection achieved by Tempol against the hypoxic cytotoxicity
of MMC indicates that the bioreductive activation of MMC
under hypoxic conditions is mediated by a 1-electron reduction
process to the semiquinone in V79 cells. The complete protec
tion by the oxidized form (Tempol) and the complete lack of
protection by the reduced form (Tempol-H) parallel our EPR
results in which the reaction of MMC" with Tempol was

efficient and that with Tempol-H was negligible. However, it
cannot be ruled out that intracellularly Tempol-H can be oxi
dized by the MMC semiquinone to form the hydroquinone,
which can also cause DNA alkylation. Together our results
indicate that the semiquinone radical which is being detoxified
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Mitomvcin C Tern pol

TP TPH

Fe"

MMC *â€¢MMC

MMCOH

DNA

Fig. 5. Structures of mitomycin C, Tempol (TP), and Tempol-H (TPH) and
the proposed scheme for the aerobic and hypoxic cytotoxicity of MMC and
protection by Tempol and Tempol-H. MMCOH, mitomycin C hydroquinone.
Modes I and 2 are the detoxification reactions of the Oxidative damage and
Mode 3 is the inhibition of the DNA alkylation by the MMC semiquinone.

by Tempol is central to the redox-activated DNA alkylation by
MMC in the hypoxic cytotoxicity of MMC. Our results support
the observations made by others in several cell lines (8, 12, 13,
28, 29) and indicate a predominant role for the 1-electron
reduction of MMC. However, it is not possible to confirm if
the semiquinone itself or a further 1-electron reduction to
produce the hydroquinone ultimately leads to DNA alkylation.
In either case, our results suggest the activation to the semiqui
none as the precursor to alkylating events.

In summary, both 1-electron activation and 2-electron acti
vation of MMC are involved in the aerobic cytotoxicity of
MMC, in agreement with the results of Dulhanty et al. (28),
whereas, during hypoxic conditions, the 1-electron reduction
seems to predominate. Tempol and Tempol-H are cyclic an-
tioxidants and are useful in studies to explain the mechanisms
of quinone-mediated cytotoxicity to specifically inhibit the dam
aging effects of the redox cycling of quiÃ±ones (Mode 1 and
Mode 2) and the semiquinone mediated DNA alkylation (Mode
3) as shown in Fig. 5.
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